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1

Debi Raitz
10-31-2017
07:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

It would be more fun to also post pictures of the markings if possible. If you know 
who made it, tell us, and if you don't, we might be able to help identify it. I've 
added the silver mark ID website above to get to it easily. 

2

Debi Raitz
11-01-2017
03:56 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Crossed golf clubs on sterling salt 

3

Debi Raitz
11-01-2017
03:57 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

I haven't looked up the marks. 

4

Debi Raitz
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11-01-2017
04:01 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Another golf salt given as an award. This one has a clear liner. 

5

Debi Raitz
11-01-2017
04:01 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

The marks 

6

Mary
11-01-2017
02:57 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Silver Pedestal - Vienna Austria - Franz Tuma - 1737 - 1866 

7

Mary
11-01-2017
02:58 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Mark for Franz Tuma - Plus showing there are other marks not readily visible by 
the human eye 

8

Mary
11-01-2017
03:00 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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This particular mark with the 13 at the top was used from 1737 - 1866 - 
Unfortunately the information page for it has not been completed - the 13 Loch is 
for the quality of the silver - that much I remember but not the grade it would be 

9

Mary
11-01-2017
03:02 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

This piece has numerous marks on it as shown here - It also has several punch 
marks in the base line that are non-readable - I will be glad when this section on 
the web site is completed and I can research the rest of it - But happy to know 
where - who and when --
Its a start - more soon 

10

Mary
11-01-2017
08:52 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 Beautiful silver tiered triangle - It carries pseudo marks - which means fake - 

Some of the marks were overlooked because the silver was actually sterling - 
Most times these marks were to make the buyer think the items were from 
England - English silver was considered to be the best - Though this one carries 
a lion pasant it is actually silver plate - It was designed to appear to look like its 
Sheffield counterpart - The real one was two tone - silver and gold - Though a 
beautiful piece certainly not sterling or English - Marks to follow 

11

Mary
11-01-2017
09:09 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Though some icons are correct on this row - they do not make sense all together 
- First is a MAKERS MARK of C.F. = No English maker with this mark - The next 
mark which should be the CITY/TOWN MARK is illegible though appears to be 
some sort of tiered items and Sheffield is a Crown - The DATE LETTER is a very 
straight capital E and would supposedly indicate 1848 - The PURITY MARK is 
the well known Lion and this piece is definitely not sterling - The last is the DUTY 
MARK of Queen Victoria's head indicating a tax had been paid on the item - This 
DUTY MARK was used between 1838 and 1890 so they at least got the date 
mark correct - So some pseudo marks may have a bit of truth to them and others 
not so much - Research needs to be done on any marks you can make out even 
if they carry the lion - 

12

Mary
11-01-2017
09:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Tomorrow I coast with simple marked pieces - lol lol 

13

Jytte
11-02-2017
03:01 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Thanks Mary �� for a different start���
Here a Danish salt from about 1850.....the reason I have it�.... Mary found two 
and offered me to buy the one...and I love it �
Think it has been in Greenland before it ended in US 

14

Janelle
11-02-2017
03:22 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81 Mary, to me those marks look like Exeter Assay Office with the E for 1862 -63. 

The CF could have been for Charles Favel who made triangular Salts like these. 
Often Silversmiths were commissioned to make certain articles for clients and 
then had them assayed. It may have not been a mark they used very often. 
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15

Janelle
11-02-2017
03:35 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Also not all initials are identified to a particular silversmith, the Cartouche does 
look like this but has not been positively identified. For me, I really think it is 
Exeter Silver. It does look like the three towered turreted castle, ( not to be 
confused with Edinburgh) and the other marks match. Silversmiths were not 
restricted to just one assay office and although they may have used one near 
them, they could still apply to have items assayed and recorded at other offices
Edited 11-02-2017 03:38 AM

16

Janelle
11-02-2017
04:04 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

This is the silver ( plate) salt that was made by Creswick & co ( Charles Favel 
worked here)
 They made both silver and Silver plate. Mary, I think you will recognise this one 

17

Janelle
11-02-2017
05:29 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Sorry Mary, cannot read my own post. E is for 1861-2 and although the C F mark 
shows a mark registered for Sheffield there was nothing stopping any silversmith 
registering a mark at any assay office
Edited 11-02-2017 05:32 AM

18

Janelle
11-02-2017
06:14 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

This mark on a silver triangular salt made by Charles Favell (spelling differs site 
to site) in 1873
But assayed in Sheffield. Sorry if I have been a bit pedantic, will now disappear. 

19

Linda H
11-02-2017
07:53 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.30.159
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ok, I'm up, this is the first one, 80 or so more to go
R Wallace & Sons, marked R M or KIII a deer head, S with a line, Top has wave 
type scallops, pierced feet 

20

Mary
11-02-2017
07:53 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Thank you Janelle - I had a feeling about Exeter - but did not pursue it - DUH - 
And I never knew about being able to register everything at assay offices outside 
of the actual production site - Always something to learn here - And the most 
important is to be a bit more diligent in my research and follow hunches - You 
are the silver expert and appreciate your added information and input - 
Nice to see my fingerprints are around the world - lol lol 

21

Mary
11-02-2017
08:00 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Jytte - Did you ever figure out what was inscribed on yours?? 

22

Jytte
11-02-2017
08:45 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

No Mary - only that it could have something to do with Greenland.....
it says given by "Forstanderskabet"...and this leads back to Greenland 

23

Mary
11-02-2017
09:34 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

It made one mice trip - Greenland to America to Denmark - Lucky little roosters -- 

24

Linda H
11-02-2017
10:55 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

This one's not marked, probably Mexican, the angel is really detailed, bowl is 
shallow 

25

Linda H
11-02-2017
10:57 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222
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another Mexican piece, marked Maciel sterling made in Mexico 

26

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:01 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

this has 'Sterling 366J' & a stylized 'YE' for marks, probably American? about 1 
1/2 inches across, and shallow 

27

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:07 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

marked Sterling & 91?1,,can't make out the third number, the first silver one I 
bought. total across is just under 3 inches 

28

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:10 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

Rogers & Brothers, marked with a Hand holding arrows, surrounded by Rogers & 
Bros triple plate # 019. H & J 3981 

29

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:13 AM ET 
(US)
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IP: 
174.217.41.222

another one that is probably by Maciel, but not marked 

30

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:25 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

this has two marks that I can't make out at all, 3 ball feet and flowers etched 
aroud outside, 1 7/8 inches across, a bit under 7/8 inch tall 

31

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:29 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

Silver or plated? four petaled flower on a pointed leaf, no marks 

32

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:36 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

This is marked 'Rogers Smith & co New Haven Conn', &'1859',that's the date 
they began business? the mark is from 1866-1877, very heavy and table size 

33

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:39 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

A different lily pad with 2 round marks too close to edge, similar to Meridian mark 
& # 34. Meridian/ Simpson Hall Miller? abt 1890? 
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34

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:44 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

really cute little unmarked set, pepper sits on top of salt,a piece of paper on 
bottom says "unmarked Persian"? 

35

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:53 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

marked for Birmingham, England, the date letter is an A in an 8 sided cartouche, 
so I'm guessing it was made about 1925? oval, 1 7/8 “ long 1 5/8” wide, 1 3/16‘ 
tall, feathers and 2 roses around a cartouche, monogrammed 

36

Linda H
11-02-2017
11:59 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

This could be Danish, it's very detailed with a Gothic window design, there's a 
flower like symbol on the bottom, sorry I don't have a picture of that, there's 
enough variation in the design to think it might be hand made 

37

Linda H
11-02-2017
12:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

heart on ball feet marked Superior Sil— co 100 [ part of International silver] with 
gold wash in bowl, 2 1/2” long 2 ¼ at widest part 

38

Linda H
11-02-2017
12:20 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222
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a Gorham daisy or sunflower, marked Gorham sterling and a date mark for 1960-
70 

39

Linda H
11-02-2017
12:24 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

Lunt silver smiths (Rogers Lunt & Bowlen), marked RLB forming a Y, Sterling. 3” 
long w handle 3/4 in high 

40

Linda H
11-02-2017
12:32 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

a square marked Middletown plate co quadruple plate 073 & balance logo, some 
gold wash in the bowl 

41

Jytte
11-02-2017
12:33 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

GeorgJensen "Pyramid"

Debi found this one on ebay to/for me - THANKS �
Debi's GeorgJensen collection of this type salts is much bigger than mine and 

also her knowledge about them.....�

42

Linda H
11-02-2017
12:39 PM ET 
(US)
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IP: 
174.217.41.222

marked MSC a winged griffon, and 044 for Maltby Stevens & Curtis of 
Wallingford CT, probably plated, the little frog is very detailed, made between 
1890 & 1898 

43

Linda H
11-02-2017
12:56 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.41.222

unmarked except for 750, which would make coin silver? double, rather large, 
not in the best shape, flure de leis feet 

44

Mary
11-02-2017
04:59 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Well today is pretty well represented - Thanks for all the pretties and info Linda - 

45

Debi Raitz
11-02-2017
06:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Linda's #25 reminded me of another golf related salt I have. The golf salts are 
with Larry's golf collectibles so I forget about them. It is a short pedestal salt. It is 
also made in Mexico. 

46

Debi Raitz
11-02-2017
06:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

It is also Maciel, 925/1000, Sterling, and probably pattern numbers.
Edited 11-02-2017 06:18 PM
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47

Susie P
11-03-2017
08:27 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
107.77.207.101

Want to post some pics, but may not be able to provide too much info, I am kinda 

tied up with Harley right now, LOL❤��. Will take some pics as able and 
perhaps pics of marks, and see if I find any time to look them up! I like this 

topic��

48

Linda H
11-03-2017
11:54 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.18.128

This is marked with a bird facing right, R in a shield and a lion on its hind legs 
facing left, then Sterling X958A Windsor. Is it Gorham? Its three inches long and 
two wide, maybe a half inch deep 

49

Jytte
11-03-2017
02:01 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Russia about 1950 

50

Mary
11-03-2017
05:16 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Linda - going out on my usual limb here but would venture to say No your piece 
is not Gorham - Three marks -Lion Facing Right - Anchor - G - and a four digit 
number which would indicate their model number - (maybe some were 3 digit) as 
far as I know every piece or at least 92.76516% of them carry those 4 identifying 
"marks" - Even if made for the resale by another company - then the Company's 
name would be added - Sometimes they will also carry the word STERLING - 
Everyone and anyone - please feel free to correct me if I am wrong - Trust me - I 
can handle it because usually I just rattle things off the top of my head hoping 
something sticks in the correct column -- I believe a Standing Lion is one of the 
British marks - or at least I think it is and then again it may not be but I would 
hope that is another correct guess -- 

51

Debi Raitz
11-03-2017
05:25 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

You are absolutely correct Mary. I suppose when you specialize in something the 
facts do stick after seeing them enough times. LOL I had collected many Gorham 
pictures from eBay if they were decent pictures and included the mark. Never did 
anything with them though. I should put them together for another Gallery page. 
Collected Georg Jensen salt pix too.
Here's the Gorham marks from the website link above: http://www.925-
1000.com/Gorham_Date_Code.html

52

Linda h
11-03-2017
07:00 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.22.144

I didn't think it was Gorham, but haven't been able to find who it might be- - might 
be fake marks? Nothing I've seen has that bird with the R 
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53

Mary
11-03-2017
08:57 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Could be pseudo marks Linda - Janelle might have seen your bird mark - so 
hopefully she will help us out - I just know that most times the standing lion is 
somewhere across the pond - Or at least I think so - 

54

Janelle
11-04-2017
05:15 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Linda, if your marks look like this then I think it may be Reed & Barton 

55

Janelle
11-04-2017
06:57 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Linda, these look like your dish. If it has a symbol on it you should be able to 
date it accurately 

56

Linda h
11-04-2017
08:29 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.22.144

Thanks Janelle, now I know what to look for 

57

Debi Raitz
11-04-2017
09:27 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

WOW Janelle! You not only figured out the mark, you found Linda's exact item. 
You are a silver research guru. 

58

Mary
11-04-2017
10:07 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Yep - If you want to know about silver - Janelle or Lea are the go to people --- 

59

Mary
11-08-2017
10:17 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Start slow this morning and post three together that at some point will be up on 
eBay - None of them carry a mark - all are plate - I love some of my silver plate 
as much as I do my sterling - Just wish all pieces carried some sort of mark - But 
an easy post for me and they are nice salts to start with 

60

Mary
11-08-2017
10:18 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

The pedestal has rings on both sides - they are held there in a lions mouth - 

61

Janelle
11-08-2017
04:34 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

This salt ( it’s part of a pair. �). Has a British design diamond registered for 19th 
Oct 1863 

62

Janelle
11-08-2017
09:29 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81 My favourite pair. Silver Salt Pourers Sheffield 1912 made by Harry Atkin of Atkin 

Bros. Has the design 555684 registered in 1910. An unusual salt as salt could be 
poured from the small holes at the end. Doing away with a spoon. They also 
made a bulberous one but that is the only ones I have every seen. And it has J 

monogrammed on each one. �

63

Jytte
11-09-2017
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08:00 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Beauties as usual
Janelle - has since I "started here" contacted me when she found out some of 
my not identyfied silversalts THANKS..
Mary - this salt you were the one who had the answer THANKS 

64

E. Jane 
Koble
11-09-2017
09:04 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Beautiful, ladies! That one is a "wow", Jytte. 

65

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
01:35 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53

   I forgot about my salts in my cases. Those are silver. Hot spit, I have some 
silver salts.

   Jytte, J. J., Are these Dutch, German, Swiss?
Edited 11-09-2017 01:36 PM

66

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
01:42 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53    ? Made by the Jewelry Co. Or just sold by them.?

Edited 11-09-2017 01:43 PM

67

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
01:44 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53

   Better pic of tag. 

68

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
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01:47 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53

   Now Debi, no silver salts with liners. Right?....lolololol, yeah right....just like it 
says above. Duhhhhh.
Edited 11-09-2017 01:50 PM

69

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
01:51 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53

   Hi ho, anchors away. 

70

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
01:54 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53

   Love this set. 

71

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-09-2017
01:58 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.91.96.53

    English? I'll post the marks. 

72

Janelle
11-09-2017
04:49 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Lovely salts Lynda, I have a few boxed sets which I will have to get out. I have 
found a lot of jewellers commission salts for sale in their own marked boxes. 

73

Jytte
11-10-2017
01:02 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Wow...Lynda.....and my salts are from Russia
Salt: A Michelsen, Denmark 

74

Linda H
11-10-2017
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10:59 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.195

This one is marked E G Webster & son, a fern or rococo top edge its about 3/4 
inch tall and 2 across, probably plated? 

75

Linda H
11-10-2017
11:09 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.195

I can't read the maker's mark on this one, but also says 925-100 fine, sterling, 
3848. Strawberries & leaves are around the top edge, the base is a separately 
made piece that's attached and doesn't sit flat.Its about 2 inches across 

76

Linda H
11-10-2017
11:19 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.195

This is Gorham, also marked Sterling, 924, 1220,and the date mark, I'm going to 
have to go find the salt so I can see what that is. melon shape, flowers around 
outside 

77

Linda H
11-10-2017
11:23 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.195

This one is marked 'Simpson, Hall Miller & Co', and 'quadriple plate' in a double 
circle. it has Acanthus leaves separated by fish scales around the outside 

78

Linda H
11-10-2017
11:31 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.195
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This is marked Tiffany & Co Makers silver soldered 12 B, which could be fake 
marks,but might have been used for a short time. . a big one= 3 3/4 inches long 
and about 2 3/8 inches tall. 

79

Mary
11-10-2017
02:53 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

My goodness - While I have been somewhere other than the salt world - You all 
came to this party with pretties - and you have made it easier for me as I was 
trying to show the marks also - So now if I have them already taken I will - but if 
not I can just describe them - Cool 

80

Linda H
11-10-2017
05:53 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.195

Mary,, I'm just too lazy to go find the salt and try to capture the marks. LOL 
Maybe if I feel ambitious enough I'll take a shot at the case most of my silvers 
are in, so you can see the mess I have, in a couple days. Tomorrow I'm out of 
town, tonite I'm curling up and try to finish the book I've been reading. 

81

Mary
11-12-2017
11:08 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 The month is passing quickly - Decided the best way for me to list my silvers is 

by shelf or nook - So first from my smallest cabinet - These reside on the top 
shelf all by themselves -
Hanau 800 silver single mast boat with adorable rider 

82

Mary
11-12-2017
11:09 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

German marks on the boat 

83

Mary
11-12-2017
11:13 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Winged rider atop a tall curved wave with double horses pulling the low cart - 
Horses still swing from side to side and all chains are original - This is show in 
The OSC without the porcelain liner - I do not remember where the marks are 
but it is also Hanau and old 

84

Mary
11-12-2017
11:17 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

My poor wooly yak has lost its rider but amazingly not its thin curved horns - 
Wheels are stationary - Carries the Hanau marks and 800 

85

Mary
11-12-2017
11:24 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 The picture makes this one look short and stocky where it actually is a long 

narrow piece - I am sure there was a liner - this shape is almost impossible to 
replace - He has also lost his chains - Wheels move freely - I should probably 
see if I can find a long stretch of very fine chain and replace all the ones that are 
missing -- Yeah right - 

86

Mary
11-12-2017
11:25 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Again Hanau 800 

87

Mary
11-12-2017
11:32 AM ET 
(US)
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IP: 
72.220.215.254

This is the last piece resting on that shelf - He is complete except he may have 
had a fitted clear glass liner - It would be difficult to put in place and to remove 
though - There are two words pressed in the outer base of sleigh - they both say 
STERLING - no other marks are visible -
Need to do some work around the house - so will give the board a break and be 
back later with the tiny wall shelf's silver salts - 

88

Mary
11-12-2017
02:09 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Well I shall continue with my domination of the board today - sure would like 
some company soon - These are from a little wall shelf in the living room 
Recently required Chinese cranes made in China 

89

Mary
11-12-2017
02:10 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Mark on the cranes 

90

Mary
11-12-2017
02:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Ostrich's I think - The storks below - while the salt part of it anyway and salt part 
of these are shown in The OSC - It is nice to have the matched set - These carry 
a mark on them if I remember correctly from the book - but I do believe I could 
not find them on my babies - If I ever find it in the book again I will post the 
information - I do believe them to be of Oriental ancestry also 

91

Mary
11-12-2017
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02:25 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

The birds protect this - The Salter's Company 500th year Anniversary salt - That 
span was from 1394 to 1894 so this piece has retained all its glory for 123 years 

92

Mary
11-12-2017
02:27 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 The marks are almost as beautiful as the crest and their ornate surroundings - 

The listings of the marks was given in The National Newsletter - If anyone wants 
a recap of them - please let me know and I will find the issue and post the 
information - 

93

Mary
11-12-2017
03:06 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 A couple more to wipe out another shelf - Currently there are only three items on 

this shelf and this is one of my larger curios - I am planning some changes but 
for now this is the first shelf in the silver and cobalt curio - My notes are once 
again scattered - but if I remember correctly this one is Austrian -Silver with gold 
wash - Swans hold the shells up 

94

Mary
11-12-2017
03:07 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

The swans and the faded marks 

95

Mary
11-12-2017
03:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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The second piece on the shelf is this marvelous double - a bit of a slide in here 
with the glass - but they are not liners - they are actual salt bowls being held 
beautifully by a silver work of art (Nice save Mary) It carries numerous marks 
which I have not bothered to look up - so I will show them and just state that the 
seller indicated "Neresheimer Muller" and that's all I can say 

96

Mary
11-12-2017
03:15 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

The marks and the end until I need to sit again 

97

Mary
11-12-2017
03:16 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

OOPS - I forgot it had to places with marks - now the end 

98

Linda H
11-12-2017
04:43 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152

I picked this up yesterday, By Martin & Hall, Sheffield England marked RM then 
EH in a diamond, a crown, an anchor and a Z in a square cartouch, I think the 
date is 1892. It's really plain except for the legs and the beaded top edge 

99

Linda H
11-12-2017
04:49 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152

Another new to me one-- Tiffany- marked Tiffany & co 3404M 707 Sterling Silver, 
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1 1/2inches across, 1 inch tall, gold wash inside, not sure of the year made, H&J 
4167. It didn't come with the spoon, but I might have one 

100

Linda H
11-12-2017
04:52 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152

This might be a toothpick, but about the right size for a salt,marked Barbour 
silver co, Quadriple silver 2182. 

101

Linda H
11-12-2017
04:56 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152

The picture of that last one makes it look worse than it is.
this one is pewter, marked Shirley on both spoon & salt, handmade on salt made 
by Shirley Pewter/ Williamsburg//Danforth Pewter Vermont, after 1952 

102

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:02 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152

this is marked "w" in a wreath "sterling 1511", made by Woodside Sterling co, 
NY, about 1895-1926. It's only 1 3/4" across & 11/16" tall, it looks a little like a 
flower 

103

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:09 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152 I know I'm going a little off the subject with pewter, but some are so pretty. This is 

marked Made in Holland, Royal Holland Pewter Daalderod,KDM I-G. Abt 3 1/8” 
X 2 3/8” wide 1 1/8” tall. Who do I thank for donating it for this year's reverse 
auction? 

104

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:13 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152
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a simple shaped boxed pair with spoons, marked 'Newburyport pewter', Towle in 
circle with a ships wheel & '8642' 

106

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:25 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152 Alright, had the wrong picture, so will try that again. this one has a spoon that 

looks like a piece of pipe, or pasta, open at both ends, and fits on the edge of the 
salt, I've never seen any other spoon like it, no marks anywhere. the salt is a 
simple cauldron shape with a little gold wash 

107

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:29 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152 I don't know what this pair is made of, and I'm guessing they are pretty new, but 

they have to be the ugliest chickens on the planet. The bird spoons are kind of 
cute though. No marks 

108

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:34 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152

this is marked 'Sterling Kalo 6928'. They are hand hammered, made between 
1900 & 1910 made in Chicago by Clara P Barck 

109

Linda H
11-12-2017
05:40 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.5.152
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OK, last one for today, I think. mark says 'Meridan B co' with a scale mark & the 
no 040--- Meridian Britannia co. H & J 4156 

110

Mary
11-12-2017
06:27 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Thanks for the company Linda - I figured I could get someone to post - 

111

E. Jane 
Koble
11-12-2017
09:29 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Fabulous silver, ladies! I only have a few, but I will get to them sometime. 

112

Nancy 
Dietel
11-14-2017
06:46 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Linda H., I knew I had seen your divided chicken salt somewhere. #107. It's on 
the web site under "new salts". Info is that it was sold about 2005 on the Salt 
Traders website. There are several 2 piece sets with spoons pictured. Info is 
they are no longer available. 

113

Judy in 
Texas
11-14-2017
09:57 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 68.94.6.99 When I look at this photo, I wish I still had both the salt and spoon. I had these 

during a period when I was truing to match a spoon with a salt...I sold them 
several years ago.
This is a Gorham/Whiting sterling salt with a SSMC-Saart Simplicity Pattern 
spoon. 

114

Judy in 
Texas
11-14-2017
09:59 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 68.94.6.99
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Also sold years back ... A Lunt shell salt/nut dish. 

115

Linda H
11-14-2017
10:23 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.77

Nancy, I remember see them there now. I got it from a local gal who picked it up 
somewhere, and thought I'd like it. I think it's pewter, but can't tell for sure. 
Mary if you just want company email me, message me, call!! LOL 

116

Linda H
11-14-2017
10:27 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.77

Today I think I'll do a selection of rectangles
this one is marked 'SL' in Shield, 'Made in England', some initials and a cross on 
a stand & “5733”, thin silver 

117

Linda H
11-14-2017
10:30 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.77

This is marked with a stylized M in a Shield, and England. Probably plated, 
similar to H & J 678 

118

Linda H
11-14-2017
10:35 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.77

Here's a little one with a pepper made by William Adams who's company was in 
Sheffield & Birmingham 

119

Linda H
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11-14-2017
10:39 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.77

this is a salt & mustard set, liners are probably just missing, really big & heavy 
the only marks are England and an Eagle in an oval 

120

Linda H
11-14-2017
10:44 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
174.217.40.77

all the rest of my rectangle ones have liners, so I'll show you a treat- a scuttle all 
done up fancy. the only marks are a triangle with D & S 

121

Mary
11-14-2017
11:33 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Too much going on the last few days - but thought maybe a fun one with some 
information posted tonight might make for a better day tomorrow - 
Linda - Thanks for the invite to chatter - Other than now - late at night for 
everyone but me and Debi if she is having one of her sleepless periods - I have 
little free time - Painters are here and dealing with three scared cats because of 
the noise - or should I say racket - They are moving right along but so much to 
be done - Right now we have all but the kitchen window masked off and the 
sliding doors in the back - I think they left them open for us tonight incase we 
needed to get out the back door - Not easy for Bob either as he cannot stay up 
waiting in case they need something - So I am staying home this week just in 
case - and the doorbell has rung a couple of times when he was down - so glad I 
could do my job -- 

122

Mary
11-14-2017
11:37 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Puppy dog handles on silver pedestal - Triple plate by the Porter Britannia Plate 
Co of Taunton, Mass sometime in the short period of 1859 - 1870 - The stamp 
was done two or three times - but legible enough for me to figure out the mark - 

123

Mary
11-14-2017
11:38 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Here's looking at ya --- Hard to believe they are that old - Apparently they knew 
something in the technique of triple plating others did not -- 

124

Mary
11-14-2017
11:39 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Just had to share the detail of the heads 

125

Mary
11-14-2017
11:40 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 And finally the base stamp -- I have three or four others of this ilk and was going 

to do them all tonight - as usual need pictures and my littlest guy who has trouble 
finding a sleepy position because of his bent windpipe is in front of the cabinet - 
No door opening for me tonight - 

126

Jytte
11-15-2017
03:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Wow Ladies �
Salts:Volmer Bahner, Denmark 

127

Jytte
11-15-2017
03:24 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22
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ELA, Denmark 

128

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-15-2017
04:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

   Ohhhh, Jytte, now 126,127, those are silvers I like. 

129

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-15-2017
04:16 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

   And like, 

130

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-15-2017
04:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

   Don't have any of the peppers. 

131

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-15-2017
04:19 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39    Found this little guy just hanging around in my gallery. Looks like an oriental 

motif. 

132

Mary
11-16-2017
02:47 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Bird handles - Wilcox Silver Plate Co. of Meriden, Conn. 

133

Mary
11-16-2017
02:48 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Crossed chisel ended hammers mark 

134

Mary
11-16-2017
02:57 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Gorham Model 550 Butterflies 

135

Mary
11-16-2017
02:58 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Usual Gorham mark Anchor - Lion - G - STERLING and Model number 

136

Mary
11-16-2017
05:25 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Medallion handled - need to find a liner for this one 

137

Mary
11-16-2017
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05:25 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

The medallion 

138

Mary
11-16-2017
05:26 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Meriden Co scale mark 

139

Mary
11-18-2017
10:38 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Austrian - Swan base - Shell bowl - Squirrel 

140

Mary
11-18-2017
10:40 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Austrian mark - Loth mark is 13 = silver - date mark 1830 

141

Mary
11-18-2017
10:46 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Detail of the swan 

142

Mary
11-18-2017
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10:49 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Silver plated bird and leaves combination - No marks 

143

Mary
11-18-2017
11:01 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Griffin based double 

144

Mary
11-18-2017
11:02 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Detail of griffin sometimes also referred to as an eagle 

145

Mary
11-18-2017
11:04 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Marks Ausburg City of Pinecone - 750 silver purity - 1790 

146

Mary
11-18-2017
11:15 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Stork with baby and ram headed carriage - Newer one for me - Has more silver 
left and a better vision of the mark than the other two I have- These assets out 
weighed the bend beak on the stork - 
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147

Mary
11-18-2017
11:16 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Detail of ram 

148

E. Jane 
Koble
11-18-2017
12:29 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

They just keep getting better and better! 

149

Mary
11-18-2017
05:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Thank you Jane - Appreciate your comment - 
Shell bowl - Bird on curvature with thin twig and leaves - No marks - Sue and I 
each have one of these gentle beauties 

150

Mary
11-18-2017
05:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Detail 

151

Debi Raitz
11-18-2017
05:35 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

You have some amazing silver salts Mary. 

152

Mary
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11-18-2017
05:39 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Austrian silver with three rifles as its pedestal 

153

Mary
11-18-2017
05:41 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Detail of the artistry in the rifles 

154

Mary
11-18-2017
05:42 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Punch marks - also writing on the base - Have not yet researched further than 
Country of origin 

155

Mary
11-18-2017
05:44 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Hanau Dolphin and shell with tiny person with a book 

156

Mary
11-18-2017
05:47 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Looking at mark I think it might match one on the stork and baby - thus making it 
- as I suspected - Hanau and the date mark the same at 1890 

157

Mary
11-18-2017
05:49 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Magnificent French double with gold wash interior 

158

Mary
11-18-2017
05:51 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Interior - Punch marks too small to capture - Punch marks always seem to want 
to hide and be camera shy 

159

Mary
11-18-2017
05:54 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Thank you Debi - They have become my first love and then the faience - But 
must admit the clear glass clunkers will always have a special place in my heart 
and were my introduction to "amassing" - 

160

Jytte
11-19-2017
02:06 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22
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It couldn't be bettet!!!!!!!!
Salt: Sweden 

161

Jytte
11-19-2017
02:07 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

One more from Sweden 

162

Mary
11-19-2017
09:58 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Beautiful Jytte - Have never seen the style of bowl or for that matter a double - 
Love the blue with the music symbol 

163

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-19-2017
02:00 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

  Jytte, Danish silver works are so flowing in movement. There a certain artistry 
to their style. Reminds me of Art Deco from the 1920s. I love the style. 
   I have some silvers salts made from coins. Would they be considered a sub set 
collection? 

164

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-19-2017
02:02 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

  An other silver set. 

165

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-19-2017
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02:04 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

   Here's the marks to the set. 

166

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-19-2017
02:06 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

  I love these silver sets in their old cases. 

167

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-19-2017
02:09 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

  When I got my sets..... a long time ago, they were actually resonably priced. 

168

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-19-2017
02:15 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 75.90.56.39

  These are beautiful. They stay nice and silvery in the case. I don't have to 

shine. (Giggle)......on closer inspection I need to shine.�
Edited 11-19-2017 02:16 PM

169

Janelle
11-19-2017
04:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

I am in awe of all these beautiful salts shown. Such a feast for the eyes. 

170

Mary
11-19-2017
04:39 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Very small bowl with three frogs holding it - Hanau mark in base 

171

Mary
11-19-2017
04:42 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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St. George slays the dragon under a salt bowl - no marks 

172

Mary
11-19-2017
05:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

900 silver sail boat - Tiny punch mark on the bow 

173

Mary
11-19-2017
05:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Taxco sterling with silver liner - Base marked STERLING - TAXCO MEXICO 
around a B 

174

Mary
11-19-2017
05:34 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

My first silver salt - I purchased it in an antique store in Old Town extremely early 
in my collecting - Paid sterling price for German silver - But care not - Also the 
piece that almost made me walk out of my first convention in San Francisco and 
just throw what salts I had away because of one person - Glad I stayed long 
enough to see the good in the other people there - 

175

Mary
11-19-2017
05:35 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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marks are almost unreadable - but what can be seen - says German silver - 
perhaps the standard they used most of 800 

176

Debi Raitz
11-19-2017
11:06 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

I fully understand Mary. That was only my second convention and very early in 
my collecting. Most of what I had was very inferior to other people's salts. But it 
was my roots in collecting and probably why I still value all of my clear glass 
individuals. Most people will only have some of the rarer ones like the Morning 
Glory and other pattern glass but concentrate on expensive high end salts. That 
has never been the heart of my collection. Just as I started out loving the blue 
and white china and amassed those. Each is not worth much but together they 
are priceless in my eyes. If my collection ever ends up in an auction I am sure 
the clear glass and blue and white ones would end up on lot trays which is very 
sad to think about. 

177

Janelle
11-20-2017
12:52 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Love the Silver Frogs. Such a wealth of salts.
Atkin Bros catalogue no. 4060 1853 

178

Janelle
11-20-2017
12:53 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

EPNS Flower Form Salt 

179

Janelle
11-20-2017
12:54 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Tiny little salts only about 1” high 

180

Janelle
11-20-2017
01:11 AM ET 
(US)
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IP: 
203.59.66.81

Silver Setters . These ones are marked with silver marks, possibly Italian 

181

Janelle
11-20-2017
02:05 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81 These are the marks on the dog salts, I know they are made in silverplate by the 

Cornell Silver Co but these have 3 marks on them one of which is 800 which 
makes me believe they are silver. I have been trying for a long while to try and 
track the marks down 

182

Janelle
11-20-2017
02:07 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Now this salt is definitely silver plated 

183

Mary
11-20-2017
12:31 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

You will have to get a kennel soon Janelle - Your reclining dogs show up on 
eBay off and on and depending on the seller - anywhere from $60 to $600 - 
Similar to the standing gent and lady holding baskets - Depends on the position 
of the basket as to the age - and - of course once again - the seller - I do love 
your standing one but let's keep that a secret - 

184

Mary
11-20-2017
03:15 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Marks are German 800 on base of crossbar - If I already have a picture of the 
mark - I will show it but am not up to taking pictures of them right now for posting 
- This German mark is the standard Hanau one 

185
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Mary
11-20-2017
05:18 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Tri-fold base day - Rams head on the bowl one ornate foot at the bases - No 
marks on the base and no punch marks 

186

Mary
11-20-2017
05:32 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Three Sphynx by Sy & Wagner Berlin 750 grade silver thus marked on the base - 
This is the only piece of silver I own that has a monogram - It is very small and 
almost hidden - found it when I cleaned them - Cannot find the other one sop I 
guess I sold it - 

187

Mary
11-20-2017
05:35 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Base marks - If I am incorrect on the 750 being the grade of silver - Please feel 
free to set me straight 

188

Mary
11-20-2017
05:37 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Detail of the sphynx 

189

Jytte
11-21-2017
03:12 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22
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I'm speechless.......Wow........Mary - I thing you are your weight worth in silver (or 
isen't it something like this one say?......:-))
Salt: Asia 

190

Jytte
11-21-2017
03:13 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Asian salt 

191

E. Jane 
Koble
11-21-2017
07:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Kitty 

192

E. Jane 
Koble
11-21-2017
07:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Russian silver 

193

E. Jane 
Koble
11-21-2017
07:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240
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Signature on the Russian silver. It's a little worn and hard to read. I don't know 
who made it. 

194

E. Jane 
Koble
11-21-2017
07:24 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Unsigned. 

195

E. Jane 
Koble
11-21-2017
07:26 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Signed "H H" in a plain rectangle, crown, lion, capital Q, head facing left. Henry 
Haines, London - 1883-4.
And this is it with my silver! 

196

E. Jane 
Koble
11-21-2017
08:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

Oneida lamb - door prize at one of the early conventions 

197

Mary
11-21-2017
09:16 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Understood exactly what you were saying Jytte - You have some pretties 
yourself!!
Okay Jane - You have a puppy dog and a cat - Your family is complete - 

198 These are all so beautiful! Do any of you remember Dan Snyder? I got several of 
my salts from him years ago when he was closing out his collection. He once 
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nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
12:50 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

said to me, "Nancy, you can't collect everything." Though some of you have 
contradicted that idea, I took it to heart and metal salts were one area I excluded. 
I have only a tiny handful of silver salts. 

199

nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
01:43 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

Couldn't resist this sterling complete set of the Viking salt with pepper horn and 
spoon, blue liner. Mark in bottom under the liner says 925 Sterling, Norway, with 
stars and a crown with 7 dots. Too difficult to photograph.
Edited 11-22-2017 01:46 PM

200

E. Jane 
Koble
11-22-2017
01:47 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

I know what you mean about tray lots, Debi. I sold some I no longer wanted at an 
auction a long time ago. The auctioneer said he wanted to sit down with me and 
get a feel for the value. Then he brushed me off and just put bunches on trays. 
He sold $80.00 salts that way for a few dollars for the entire tray! 

201

nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
01:49 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

NA set of salt, spoon, & pepper shaker. Probably Navaho. Unmarked but looks 
and feels like sterling. I usually think anything unmarked is not sterling, but this 
NA set may be an exception. 

202

nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
01:53 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

Single Viking boat with blue liner. Marked Priman and something stamped over 
and hard to read, last few letters seem to say silver. Impossible to photograph for 
me. 

203

nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
01:57 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

I bought this salt in a Honolulu antique store when I was very new to collecting. I 
thought it was solid silver, now think it's plated. My photo of the marks isn't very 
clear, but in the center shield it says M & H Co. and two of the surrounding fancy 
letters are S and P. I can't make out the other two. 
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204

nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
01:59 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

Mark on salt below. 

205

nancy 
Villaverde
11-22-2017
02:08 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53 Final silver salt, impressed panels with fruits, tiny marks on bottom, one 800 for 

continental silver, SB or SR under a crown, two other tiny interesting marks. I 
should look them up, maybe German marks? Too bad I'm not a better 
photographer. 

206

Debi Raitz
11-22-2017
05:53 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Your #205 is an odd one Nancy. I think you would generally see the design on 
the outside not the inside. It would be covered up for the most part on the inside. 
Very strange indeed! 

207

Jytte
11-23-2017
01:46 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Nance - a mark to your Viking 

208

Jytte
11-23-2017
01:53 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Glad to hear Mary you did understand....
This is bought without liner.....I think it's from Russia 
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209

Jytte
11-23-2017
01:54 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Russia 

210

nancy 
Villaverde
11-23-2017
12:08 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

Thanks for the mark photo, Jytte. That exactly match my sterling set. 

211

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
11:00 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

9th Convention salt, 2005, Salem, MA 

212

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
11:09 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Square salt, marks in next photo 

213

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
11:11 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Marks for #212, square salt 

214

Nancy 
Dietel
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11-25-2017
11:18 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Silver squirrel. I don't have many marks recorded for my silver salts. 

215

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
11:36 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Dragon boat with paddles attached to sides on both sides 

216

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
01:07 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Cute little silver salt 

217

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
01:08 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Salt & pepper 

218

Nancy 
Dietel
11-25-2017
01:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Salt with coin from Peru?. Coin is the bowl of the salt. Matching spoon with 
llama. 

219

Mary
I have always coveted your little square salt Nancy - Oh and I have stamps for 
Don from Israel and Poland - Fun and pretty - He will enjoy 
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11-25-2017
09:27 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

220

Susie P
11-26-2017
07:11 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

LaPaglia salt and spoon, marked sterling 

221

Susie P
11-26-2017
07:13 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

Group photo, the cherubs are extremely well marked, from Germany, the middle 
piece I could not find markings and the burro has 800 stamped in both the bowls 

222

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:01 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

Love this “salt” it came from England and was a bracelet turned into a salt ❤�. I 
will show a pic which shows the hinge; believe this is sterling 

223

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:02 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

Side view showing the hinge 

224

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:08 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95
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Love the wheels that roll, marked Derby Silver Co than Quadroplate??? And the 
number 1735 

225

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:12 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

One of my favorites, marked 925s, jewelers tongs, N. M. And some numbers? 
Underneath 

226

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:13 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

Marks 

227

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:16 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

A treasure of Ed’s, I have always loved this; a miniature Russian chair, hall 
marked inside lid and on bottom, this salt is very tiny 

228

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:17 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

Pot metal??, with animal scenes, believe these show a rhino and fox? 
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229

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:20 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

Love the faces on each corner, marked 6663, a mark that looks like a cake stand 
and 800 

230

Susie P
11-26-2017
09:21 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
75.103.184.95

View from the front 

231

Mary
11-26-2017
11:36 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Your cart is adorable and now on my swipe it when ya can list Susie - Also 
thanks for reminding me about my triangles - Month is disappearing so I best get 
posting more often as I have time - This morning a few new arrivals - I know I am 
supposed to be depleting - but when it comes to silver - I am in it head to toe - 
Something different for me and I believe I will keep it at one example only - I call 
these Breakfast sets - This one by the Taunton Silver Plate Co. and is marked as 
such plus the word Triple Plate 

232

Mary
11-26-2017
11:44 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

This is one I have wanted for more years than I can count - He is silver plate with 
a gold wash - Maker hallmarks are on the base and the English registry is on his 
back dating him at 1873 - Once I have some time I will do a bit better research 
on the marks than the seller did - I have only had him for a couple of days - 

233

Mary
11-26-2017
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11:44 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Love the detail - oh heck - I love everything about him -- 

234

Mary
11-26-2017
11:45 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

English registry 

235

Mary
11-26-2017
11:46 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Makers marks and Shefield 

236

Mary
11-26-2017
12:06 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

And once again Jytte has led me astray - and I promise my only non "open" salt - 
but The Silver Gods made me do it -- Russian Judaica Balsamide salt - Basically 
that means a Jewish religious article for seasoning - or words similar to salt 
shaker for a special Jewish meal - Any one feel free to correct me - I do live for 
dotting the i's and crossing the t's 

237
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Mary
11-26-2017
12:07 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

marks 

239

Debi Raitz
11-26-2017
04:32 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Oriental shoes 

240

Debi Raitz
11-26-2017
04:33 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Marks on the shoes 

241

Debi Raitz
11-26-2017
04:35 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Persian shoes - I know these have liners but they would still hold salt without 
them. 

242

Debi Raitz
11-26-2017
05:00 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Persian shoe marks 

243

Mary
11-26-2017
05:29 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Another new arrival which also reaffirms my newest total trend - Navaho with 
spoon - No arks - I have had several of these over the years - but this is the first 
one I absolutely adore - I love the shape (maybe this tribe lived closer to Area 
51)and the spoon is to die for - I have always heard that even if un-marked these 
pieces are always of high quality silver and even sterling in some cases sans 
sterling on them - Would appreciate any input on that statement - which was 
more an inquiry than a bold fact from me - 

244

Mary
11-26-2017
05:30 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Along with not having any arks it also has no marks - and silver is my trend not 
limited to Navaho pieces - Learning to type and communicate are obviously on 
my back burner -- 

245

Debi Raitz
11-26-2017
06:08 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Mary: I have that exact salt and spoon and mine isn't marked either. I don't have 
much silver so it's a little hard for me to compare, but this feels heavier that what 
I think sterling would feel like. On the other hand, if these were plated you would 
expect to see one with plating rubbed off and I never have. Maybe the weight is 
because it's a double thickness everywhere but where the scrolls are? I don't 
know. Silver isn't my thing, but only because of the tarnishing. I think it's 
beautiful. 

246

Mary
11-26-2017
08:07 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

These always polish to a shine no matter how tarnished they are - this one being 
no exception - this would lead me to believe they are at the very least a high 
grade silver - I do not have a feeling for the Indian silversmiths working in plate, 
but I do know that many of their silver jewelry pieces are far from sterling - 
It is like I have many 800 pieces and even though they all have passed that 
standard - I have to say that in working with them and polishing them - feeling 
their heft - all 800 silvers are not alike - 
Thanks for your input Debi - Every little bit thrown together and we might actually 
come up with a really good guess - 

247

Mary
11-26-2017
08:08 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Starting my triangles - Thank you again for the reminder Susie - 
Charles Favel - Sterling - 1872 

248

Mary
11-26-2017
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08:09 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

arks - marks - etc. 

249

Mary
11-26-2017
08:10 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Coppini 800 silver - no picture of marks - sorry 

250

Mary
11-26-2017
08:12 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Carries English registry 

251

Mary
11-26-2017
08:13 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Side view 

252

Mary
11-26-2017
08:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Registry dates it October 26, 1872 

253

Mary
11-26-2017
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08:16 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Lots of activity including a fringed edge - but alas no mark 

254

Mary
11-26-2017
08:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Georgian Regency plate 

255

Mary
11-26-2017
08:18 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Hanau 814 silver - a cut above 800 

256

Mary
11-26-2017
08:20 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Too beautiful not to show all of its splendor 

257

Mary
11-26-2017
08:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Basic marks - go figure 

258

E. Jane 
Koble
11-26-2017

I am blown away by all this beautiful silver, ladies! 
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08:46 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

259

Debi Raitz
11-26-2017
10:24 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

Yes it is all so gorgeous and so shiny. 

260

Mary
11-26-2017
11:13 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

JG & Sons 

261

Mary
11-26-2017
11:14 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Second try on marks - or this will be a duplicate and I will delete one or the other 

262

Mary
11-26-2017
11:16 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

No information on this one and not sure how to describe it - I guess medallion 
footed might do 

263

Mary
11-26-2017
11:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Lovely from the top too 

264

Mary
11-26-2017
11:18 PM ET 
(US)
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IP: 
72.220.215.254

It's medallions 

265

Mary
11-26-2017
11:19 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

All the information is on the base - I can't even get my own entries right now 

266

Mary
11-26-2017
11:20 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Last in this series - or at least I think so - Beautiful tiered and lobed 

267

Susie P
11-27-2017
09:16 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
107.77.207.49

Wonderful salts, Mary! Love them all�

268

Janelle
11-27-2017
04:39 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

I am in awe Mary, those salts have blown me away, I have long been an admirer 
of the triangular style but those have taken it to a new level. Definitely been 
some eye candy shown this month from everyone. 

269

Janelle
11-27-2017
04:47 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Roden Bros. Toronto Canada. 1891-1922. Sterling Silver 

270

Janelle
11-27-2017
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04:58 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Stokes and Son Melbourne 

271

Janelle
11-27-2017
05:36 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Wang Hing Silver. 1854-1925. Lotus Salt 

272

Lynda 
LaLonde
11-27-2017
06:21 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
173.187.34.112

   Mary, 266 is my favorite 

273

Mary
11-27-2017
09:46 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

OMG - the Roden Bros pair are to absolutely die for Janelle - so ornately simple 
and sweet!!! 

274

Jytte
11-28-2017
02:09 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Wow.....I do love silver (being a glass-collector)
Salt: Asia 

275

Jytte
11-28-2017
02:13 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22
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LuenWo, China 

276

Jytte
11-28-2017
02:14 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Danish...not identified 

277

Jytte
11-28-2017
02:17 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Kay Bojesen (the man with the monkeys), Denmark 

278

Mary
11-28-2017
10:17 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

I could identify your Danish pedestal if I had it in my hands Jytte -- 

279

Don 
Rabourn
11-29-2017
03:20 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
108.94.47.73

WOW! Some really "SNAZZY" Silver Salts, Mary!! And the design in the Roden 
Salts, is SPECTACULAR! If you ever decide to "part with one, keep me in mind! 

280

Mary
11-29-2017
07:31 PM ET 
(US)
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IP: 
72.220.215.254

Thanks Don - Need to pick up the pace the month is almost over and I have 
several more - This one is a very small double - French 950 grade - It is so cute 

281

Mary
11-29-2017
07:32 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

For some reason which I cannot pull to mind right now - marks were sometimes 
stamped over - which is what has happened to this one - Anyone who can 
refresh my memory on the process and reason behind it - I would love help 

282

Mary
11-29-2017
07:34 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

And on the other end of the size scale is this absolutely magnificent pedestal 
handled double - 

283

Mary
11-29-2017
07:35 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

French and marked with punches but I do not have close ups - Has a brilliant 
gold was interior - 

284

Mary
11-29-2017
07:36 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254
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Some interiors just deserve to be seen - 

285

Mary
11-29-2017
07:40 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

My apology - appears I have already posted the doubles - Duh - Move on to a 
new shelf Mary - Move on 

286

Mary
11-29-2017
07:50 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Trying to rush - I will show the remainder later and through tomorrow when I can 
do it correctly - 

287

E. Jane 
Koble
11-29-2017
09:25 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
73.130.190.240

I got off easy thing month with my four silver salts! Keep 'em coming, Mary! 

288

Jytte
11-30-2017
11:39 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
90.185.73.22

Mary.........:-) a pic for you my friend.......and you wouldn't have the place for 
more salts...your silver-collection is amazing 

289

nancy 
Villaverde
11-30-2017
12:20 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
97.99.220.53

Mary, I'm a day behind, but I think your Navaho #243 matches my salt in the set 
with matching pepper #201. The only difference is the placement of the bar in the 
applied coils. Alas, no mark on mine either. 

290

Mary
Thanks Jytte - Not as good as holding it in my hands - but the marks are quite 
interesting - and I am running out of room for silver - but keep buying more - 
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11-30-2017
01:10 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Have found the match to the Judiaca shaker - The one I have has 3 men and the 
match has two - Shakers - on my I am in trouble because now I want the shaker 
to match my Navajo - Nancy did not realize or care to concern myself with 
shakers to those salts - Now that I know - I may be in trouble - April here today 
will try and get a couple up before we leave for the grocery store - 

291

Nancy 
Dietel
11-30-2017
04:19 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121

Marked "Wilcox" with crossed hammers 

292

Nancy 
Dietel
11-30-2017
04:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
100.35.122.121 Don't have many silver salts, not fond of polishing. But this one is so pretty. Don't 

have marks. 

293

Janelle
11-30-2017
04:56 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
203.59.66.81

Silver certainly leads in magnificent designs and patterns. This has certainly 
been a drool worthy month. 

294

Mary
11-30-2017
08:27 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

It certainly is pretty Nancy - The shape would tend to lean French, but the 
German's allowed more pieces to pass without marks and it also has their look to 
it - Which ever it is beautiful -
This one is a pressed piece mixed metals with the feet being the only applied 
and separate pieces - I just drool myself every time I look at it - 

295

Mary
11-30-2017
08:33 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Love the dangly loop handles on this one - 

296

Mary
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11-30-2017
08:34 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

It is a small one fit for one person - Lots of marks which though I have had it for 
years - have not yet search them out - 

297

Mary
11-30-2017
08:36 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Unmarked pedestal - another pressed piece 

298

Mary
11-30-2017
08:47 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254 Sterling piece that highly resembles the ones from Spain that have the sweet 

cherubs playing different instruments and I do believe in its prior life it actually 
had one of those cherubs on it - Perhaps a gag or a fun replacement if the 
cherub got bent or in some manner abused - At this point I think it is a one of a 
kind - If any of you have seen more or even different fishes - please let me know 

299

Mary
11-30-2017
08:49 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Classical design and form from Warsaw, Poland - circa 1860 

300

Mary
11-30-2017
08:52 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

The N in the rhombus indicates it is plating over alpalca - which is strange as 
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most pieces of that alloy stand alone without a coating - First piece with the 
plating I have owned 
Must find nourishment - will return before midnight for the last of what I think I 
can post within this month's topic -- 

301

Mary
11-30-2017
10:54 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Kept these for last and I am sure I have more to show - but no energy to take 
pictures - Silver bases with the bowls in cut glass - I do not have information with 
my pictures and it is late and they are last and I have done good with marks up 
until now - So just pretty pictures 

302

Mary
11-30-2017
10:55 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Lots of activity on this one 

303

Mary
11-30-2017
10:56 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

Dutch silver with cut glass 

304

Mary
11-30-2017
10:58 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

French and though showing a pair - the other one was sold a very long time ago 
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- I have more of this style - but the month is gone and I have enough momentum 
for one more but must take a picture 

305

Mary
11-30-2017
11:22 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
72.220.215.254

I believe I have created a very striking swan song 

306

Lynda 
LaLonde
12-01-2017
12:04 AM ET 
(US)
IP: 
173.187.34.112

   Well O K.... "no silver Lynda" loves the silver bases with glass bowls. Mary I 
love them but the swan and roosters.....I'm coming over and sneaking those out 
in my purse. They are super duper fantastic. I would actually be willing to shine 
them all. 

307

Debi Raitz
12-01-2017
02:40 PM ET 
(US)
IP: 
69.14.123.141

A day late but finally got my 9th Georg Jensen salt. Pattern names are...
Top: Acanthus - Acorn - Beaded
Middle: Bernadotte - Cactus - Continental
Bottom: Old Danish - Parallel - Pyramid 
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